VOCABULARY

Task 1
Complete the sentences with these words. There are two words you do not need to use.

Australia is a very large _____________.
The temperature fell below _____________ last night.
A _____________ is an insect that makes honey.
You can use this _____________ to cut the vegetables.
You’ll feel _____________ if you don’t stop eating those chocolates.
To be _____________, you need to eat well and do enough exercise.
I think running is a great sport because you don’t need lots of expensive _____________.
Have you got basketball _____________ this afternoon?

Task 2
Choose the correct word to complete the sentences.

9. Did you have / take a nice breakfast today?
10. Would you like to go to / for a walk this afternoon?
11. When you’re cooking, it’s important to follow the information / instructions carefully.
12. It’s very dry / wet in the desert.
13. Do you enjoy going / doing gymnastics?
14. You should always wear a helmet / goggles when you go cycling.
15. If you want to play tennis, I can lend you a referee / racket.

Task 3
Choose the correct answer (A, B or C).

Hi Alex

I’m having a great (16) _____________ in Switzerland. We’re staying in a nice hotel in the mountains. It’s (17) _____________ hot here. Yesterday we (18) _____________ one of the mountains. It was hard work, but it was great when we got to the (19) _____________. It was nice and cool there and the (20) _____________ were amazing. Tomorrow we’re going to go up another mountain, but we’re going to go (21) _____________ train, not on (22) _____________. That’ll be easier, but not as good (23) _____________.

The food here is delicious and we eat outside every day. I think food tastes better in the (24) _____________ air! Yesterday, I had some really great pasta with chicken salad and a wonderful ice cream for (25) _____________.

Hope you’re having a good time too.

See you soon.

Sam

16 A travel
B holiday
C journey
17 A boiling
B frying
C freezing
18 A drove
B rode
C climbed
19 A bottom
B centre
C top
20 A views
B sights
C looks
21 A on
B to
C by
22 A leg
B foot
C body
23 A work
B fun
C time
24 A windy
B sunny
C fresh
25 A meal
B dessert
C starters
GRAMMAR

Task 1
Choose the correct word or phrase to complete the sentences.
26 Maria could / couldn’t do gymnastics yesterday because she left her trainers at home.
27 Jose has never / ever seen snow.
28 Children under the age of eight can’t / don’t have to swim in the pool without an adult.
29 If you drink a glass of cold water, you feel / will feel better.
30 Dad and I will go for a long walk at the weekend, if the weather is / will be nice.

Task 2
Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in brackets.
31 If I (see) any nice trainers tomorrow, I (buy) them, for sure.
32 (you / ever / sleep) in a tent?
33 I (have) sushi if I (go) to the Japanese restaurant tonight. I love sushi.
34 My little brother (never / be) in a plane.
35 (you eat) today? You look hungry.

Task 3
Complete the text. Write one word in each gap.

Learning to play a new sport can (36) ________________ difficult. My brother joined a table tennis club three months (37) ________________ and the coach told him, ‘You will need to practise a lot (38) ________________ you want to become a good player.’

He really wanted to get on the team, so he (39) ________________ to the club every day after school. Now, he (40) ________________ play quite well.

The coach now says he plays much (41) ________________ than most of the other people who go to the club. So he’s on the team now and next Saturday he (42) ________________ play in his first big competition.

I (43) ________________ going to see him play, and I hope he wins!
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